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Abstract
We present a new NFS client, implemented after a complete evaluation of the
Input/Output in Mirynet clusters working with NFSv3 and NFSv4. In modern day
clusters, I/O is quickly emerging as the main bottleneck limiting performance. Our
clusters support multimedia traffic and are used as an ideal platform for parallel
processing. One of the main elements is the file system used to share the information.
Therefore, we have evaluated the behavior of NFS, carrying out an exhaustive and
detailed study, where major factors have been varied. The results of this analysis allow
us to outline a real proposal of improvement in the NFS client. This improvement
consists in endowing the client with an efficient prefetching technique through files to
advance the data before they are requested by the application. This advancement of data
also takes place while the client processing its information. This way avoids a server
overloading which is one of the weak points in NFS, when workink with concurrent
access to the information. With this new client we achieve a real improvement in the
reading times thereby transforming NFS into a very competitive option for the current
multimedia era.
Keywords: NFS, file systems, clustering, prefetching, multithread, multimedia
information, MPEG-2
1. Introduction
Nowadays, the use of clusters in research centres is extremely widespread, as is
their integration in business.
Scientific applications that imply modeling, simulations or analysis have seen
satisfied their highest necessities of computation. Besides, multiple clusters of servers
also exist which serve as the starter engine and operation for multimedia applications.
Indeed, the evolution on these applications in recent years has been really spectacular.
An ample range of applications oriented to the entertainment (TV, plays, etc.) has
appeared, to give new services to the user through Internet (e-commerce, e-bank, emuseum, e-anything), video on demand, and so.
For this type of application, which involves a high computational cost, the
option to parallel them has also become the natural form of processing. The parallel
processing is very mature and consolidated and can now be operated commercially.
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Our research work starts off studying the main problems of clusters of
computers with multimedia applications. We have contrasted the two parts, architecture
and applications in a “real” form, without simulations. We have started from a real
platform, formed by a high speed cluster, and a flexible parallel multimedia application.
This application injects the multimedia load into the cluster and demands particular
requirements.
Numerous and interesting works on input/output of clusters exist. All have tried
to make a novel contribution, for improving some weak point in the I/O. In our
preliminary research, we have made an exhaustive study of all those works [16] to make
a new hybrid method of data advancement for client-server architectures with NFS
(Network File System), the most widely used file systems at the moment. This is not an
algorithmic and theoretical exposition. It has been implemented in the Linux kernel.
The final experiments confirm the improvements brought about by the developed
implementation.
2. A Network File System Overview
NFS is a component of the ONC+, a distributed computation solution of
SunSoft. It is a company solution that provides security, high performance and
transparent access to the information in heterogeneous networks worldwide.
From its first appearance, NFS has continued to develop with the aim of
satisfying the requirements of distributed files sharing. NFS qualifies computers of
different architectures running different operating systems, to share file systems through
the network. NFS can be implemented in different operating systems because it defines
an abstract model of file system, instead of an architecture specification [2].
NFS was designed to give the users substantial benefits and transparent access,
by serving file systems in global networks. Some of the more important principles of
design are the transparent access, portability, fast recovery of failures, independence of
the network protocol, performance, and security. NFS is constructed on the base of
XDR (External Data Representation) protocol and ONC RPC (Open Network
Computing Remote Procedure Call), MOUNT protocol and NLM (Network Lock
Manager) protocol. NFS consists of a set of remote procedures that qualify the client to
manipulate remote files and directories in the server as if they were local. Using the
routines of the NFS protocol, the clients send requests about file operations to the
servers, and the server respond trying to conduct the operation sending the results or the
error values.
The first version, NFSv1, was never published. The second version, NFSv2, was
implemented in a great variety of operating systems and hardware platforms. In 1993, a
new revision of the protocol, NFSv3, was designed and tested for the first time. This
version offers many improvements over version 2. The last version of NFS developed in
the University of Michigan is NFSv4, already appears in the Linux distributions. This
last version is a distributed file system that inherits characteristics of versions 2 and 3 of
NFS protocol. Unlike previous versions, version 4 supports the traditional access to the
files integrating locking file and the mount protocol. In addition, it supports a strong
security (and its negotiation), compound operations, client cache and
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internationalization. Of course, special attention has been paid to NFSv4 operating in
Internet [1].
One of the most characteristics is the use of the cache by NFS. In addition to
caching, prefetching is the following logical stage to increase the performance of the I/O
systems. Various interesting works have appeared on prefetching in the last few years,
oriented to multimedia, wireless or embedded systems, for example [3, 4, 5]. An entire
series of works exists in which are designed, implemented, simulated and tested
different useful algorithms from prefetching in different situations, with multiprocessor
or clusters, for sequential or parallel access, for prediction of data block or complete
files. The goal of all these is to improve the performance of the system anticipating user
requests. Therefore, prefetching could be defined as a general technique that improves
the I/O reading data from the cache before they are requested, overlapping I/O with
computation.
As a final comment, multiple studies and comparisons of NFS with other file
systems, like xFS, and AFS have been made with some interesting conclusions. One of
clearest and most realistic [7] affirms that NFS is used for practical reasons (NFS is
more mature and available, allowing suitable comparison and a good frame of
reference) but has limitations with respect to the scalability.
2.1. NFSv3 versus NFSv4
NFS version 3 arises out of the need to improve different aspects of connectivity
between systems of different characteristics. In 1993, a group of salesmen including
IBM, Digitalis, SunSoft and others, considered the necessity to make necessary changes
in version 2, the result of which was NFS v3, which offers substantial improvements on
the previous version. Among these were: the improvement of reading and writing
operations on the client side, server load reduction due to the increase of scalability and
performance, improved support for systems that use ACLs, and support for very large
files.
NFS version 4 is the latest version of NFS, while inheriting the characteristics of
its predecessors, incorporates a fundamental difference: NFS version 4 supports access
through Internet, providing agreed security systems with these necessities. The aim of
NFS is to allow corporative companies to use Internet as part of their network to
maintain distributed files in different sites. Protocol NFS is open source, thanks to the
cooperation of different organisms, for example, Sun Microsystems, and IETF. NFS
version 4 is fast, trustworthy, and transparent, allowing its implantation in Internet, and
improving the performance, allows interoperability between diverse platforms and
provides a protocol that can be extended for the growth in demand in a near future.
2.2. NFS in Linux
When somebody accesses a remote file, the kernel sends a RPC to the nfsd
program of the remote node, in which are included the file descriptor, the name of the
file, and the identifiers of user and group. With these identifiers access permissions to
the remote host can be checked. The client code is integrated in the VFS layer. On the
other hand, the server code runs totally in the user space and several execution threads
for the same nfsd process can be sent.
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The server receives and processes all the requests that arrive. In that processing it
will also be the function to identify the client has making that request. Some important
procedures are used: Lookup and Read [6].
In Figure 1 the client-server communication appears in a summarized form,
when the client wants to read any three files f1, f2 and f3. In order to read a file, it is
first necessary to create a filehandle for that file, and later to send the necessary reads
until completing the amount of bytes that are to be read.
.
CLIENT

SERVER

LOOKUP (f1)
nfsd_lookup (f1)
O.K
READ (f1)
nfsd_read (f1)
O.K
more reads …
O.Kend
IF EOF = TRUE
LOOKUP (f2)
nfsd_lookup (f2)
O.K
READ (f2)
nfsd_read (f2)
O.K
more reads …
O.Kend
IF EOF = TRUE
LOOKUP (f3)
nfsd_lookup (f3)
O.K
READ (f3)
nfsd_read (f3)
O.K
more reads …
IF EOF = TRUE
O.Kend

Figure 1.Client-server communication
2.3. Current Situation of NFS
At the present time there are many interesting projects working with NFS
extending its specification of this one. Although it is nearly twenty years old, NFS
continues to be the object of continuous updates and modifications by the international
community, due to the necessity of new connections between new technologies and
devices, with bandwidth, security and reliability constraints. These continuous changes
make NFS, considered like a standard and at the moment the most used with respect to
other network file systems.
The necessity to improve NFS for Linux is evident; this is reflected in the
numerous works, projects and dissertations that focus on the network file system. In the
University of Michigan, where the NFS project originates, several projects are currently
being developed to improve NFS and to implant it in the industry. These projects can
be seen in [19]. At the moment, projects related to NFSv4 are for example: NFS
Version 4 Open Source Reference Implementation, NFS Client Performance, NFSv4 for
ASCI, NFSv4 RDMA, Cluster Coherent NFSv4 and GridNFS. In the works of NFSv4
for ASCI, we can find pNFS [15] where the problem of limited bandwidth for the NFS
server is discussed with the proposed solution to provide the parallelization of file
services, by enhancing NFSv4 in a minor version. Some interesting related work is [11,
12].
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3. Initial Positions
Initially we have performed two large groups of experiments: one with NFSv3 in
a Myrinet cluster of 8 processors and 2 switches (NFSv3 testing) and another with
NFSv4 in a Myrinet 2000 cluster of 16 processors and 4 switches (NFSv4 testing).
In the cluster software configuration, one processor is the NFS server, and the
rest are the clients. The clients run a parallel MPEG-2 video encoder developed in
HKUST (Hong-Kong University of Science and Technology) [10]. For this application,
the clients have a real need for speed in the transmission, which will be satisfied with
the use of these gigabits-per-second networks.
In our experiments, only the server has the video sequence that will be requested
by the clients. The server will not participate in the code tasks. We will be interested,
mainly, in measuring the latencies in the reading requests from the clients to the server.
We will analyze the most interesting NFS parameters, the possible implications of the
network itself and the different load patterns that could be presented with the
multimedia traffic. Our aim here is to detect and expose the possible problems that this
file system can present.
Our work begins with the parallelization of the multimedia application. First, we
analyze this traffic type and its repercussion in multicomputing systems [8, 9]. Later, we
use the clusters as ideal platforms of investigation of parallel computing. Then, we
begin to develop and evaluate technical multiple load division among the different
processors of a cluster [10]. Here appear the first problems for reading times among
processors carrying out he same tasks. At this point we begin to study the importance of
sharing the multimedia information using file systems allowing the data transfer through
the network. We first used NFS in the ATM cluster of the video laboratory of the
HKUST. Then used NFSv3 in the Myrinet cluster of our university (NFSv3 testing),
and NFSv4 in the Myrinet 2000 cluster of the Albacete Research Institute of Informatics
(NFSv4 testing).
4. The first Results
4.1. The NFSv3 testing
We have used a Myrinet cluster with two switches and eight processors to carry
out all the experiments. In our tests, we have used the MPEG-2 Composed sequence,
representative of different types of movement. This is a mixture of different sequences
consisting of 400 pictures to 25 fps (16 s. of video sequence) in PAL CCIR 601 format
(720×576) and 4:2:0. Each one of the processors, after a previous process of
synchronization and initial parameter computation, executes a loop, of equal size to the
number of pictures to encode, in the following steps: reading data, encoding the piece of
data and writing the encoded data in the server. After this loop, it presents the reading
and writing times for the total sequence.
In these experiments, each test was repeated ten times and the average of the ten
executions was taken. During the tests, there was no any other operation being carried
out on the machines and we used cold cache, that is to say, we cleaned the cache
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between executions, both in the client and in the server, to obtain reliable data and avoid
dependences with the previous executions. In Figure 2 we show schematically the
experimental study carried out.
NFS
EVALUATION
IMPORTANT
SUBJECTS
FOR I/O

NFS
PARMETERS

CACHING
PREFETCHING

EXTERNAL
AGENTS

IMPORTANCE
OF THESE
TECNIQUES

TUNNING
NETWORK
TOPOLOGIES

DIFFERENT
LOAD PATTERN

Figure 2.Experiment development
The first phase was a complete tuning and testing of NFS to check the most
important performance problems. After this, we began to discover the improvement
necessities in the NFS client. From then on, our objective was to plan a serious proposal
of improvement in NFS. First, however, it was necessary to have a complete
understanding of NFS and to see how NFS was affected by other changes in the cluster,
such as the network topology and the different load pattern used with the multimedia
application. The principal problems detected were due to some NFS factors like
caching, and to the overflow in the server [13, 14, and 16].
Reading Time (s)
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rsize = 4096
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Figure 3.Reading Times for different number of processors
In the tests with variations in the NFS parameters we observed the following
(see Figure 3):
-

Important differences between the sequential case (1 processor) and
the parallel cases. In the sequential case the best times are obtained
with rsize = 4096 byte
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-

For parallel cases values obtained with 4096 bytes are the worst ones
of all.
For the parallel cases, from 5 processors, the reading times do not
diminish with the increase in the number of processors, but quite the
opposite. Therefore, problems of scalability appear. In addition, this
happens for all the values of rsize, being more pronounced for 4096
bytes.

Something similar happens for the writing times taken for different values of
wsize and a different number of clients. But, as it takes much less time in writing than
in reading, the problem is not so serious.
We present, on the other hand, the times obtained by the processor (since the
total average can hide what happens in fact), focusing on the reading time and
rsize=4096 bytes. If we take the obtained reading times with 2 processors we find some
interesting results. With 2 processors, both read the same amount of information and,
nevertheless, very different reading times are obtained (25.14 seconds as opposed to
42.4 seconds). The question is why these differences exist? In order to answer this
question we have graphically represented the reading times for each one of the 400
pictures, by each processor, including the moments of request and the times between
requests [14]. We have seen that the processor with the greater reading time is the one
that goes always ahead, that is to say, the one that asks the NFS server for the files first,
and therefore the one that is going to make the accesses to disk.
In summary, the operation of NFS server is as follows: when receiving a file
request, it verifies if it has the data stored in his cache, if so it sends data, if not it
accesses to the disk, overturns the data in cache and sends them. Therefore, the
processor asking the server for data, of a file requested previously is going to obtain
them almost immediately, because the server has those data in cache.
With the other parallel cases something similar happens, there are very
important differences between the obtained reading times. The amount of bytes read
directly does not imply the time spent in reading. For the case of 7 processors the
differences are still greater. The smaller reading time they are the 15.65 second and
greater 48.3713 seconds. Peculiarly, both processors that offer these times read the same
amount of information, but again, the one that request first is disadvantaged.
Also we have made a study of the effects of the timeo parameter. This
parameter, defined as an integer, has a default value 0.7 seconds,( too great time for the
present high speed networks). We have also measured the times that the requests take,
that is to say, whatever time the server takes to respond to a request. We have seen that
95% of the requests are taken care of in less than 0.001 second, and that 99% in less
than 0.01 seconds, why this parameter is unsuitable for more recent communications
requirements. The smallest value we could use he would be 1 (0.1 seconds) which
would not be useful. The case of 7 processors presents the greatest number of
retransmits, and hence elimination would also imply a considerable reduction of time.
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We have also carried the same tests for different network topologies, since we
want to be sure that the problems are not related to the network used. But the behaviour
is the same, indicating that the network is not the cause of the problem.
In addition, we tried other access patterns to the shared data. For that purpose we
defined new representative forms of read/write of other multimedia applications, thus
emulating in our platform, and with our parallel encoder, the I/O behavior of other
applications.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pattern 1: overlapped reading of data segments - data writing
Pattern 2: reading of complete files - data writing
Pattern 3: reading of complete files - non-writing
Pattern 4: overlapped reading of data segments - non writing
Pattern 5: non overlapped reading of data segments - data writing
Pattern 6: non overlapped reading of data segments - non-data writing

When representing the reading times with these patterns we emphasized the following
(see Figure 4):
-

The worse results are obtained with pattern 2 (all the processors read the
complete files) where the scalability does not exist and the results are
impossible.
Reading Time

110
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Pattern 2
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Pattern 4
Pattern 5
Pattern 6

100
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80
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8
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Figure 4.Reading Times for different I/O load patterns
-

Next worse is pattern 3 (like the previous one, but without writing
operations), a little better than pattern 2, but with the same tendency.
With patterns 1 and 4 very similar times are obtained, thus demonstrating
that the writing operations slightly affect the process.
If we compare patterns 1 and 5 (reading of pieces without overlapping), we
see that few differences exist; therefore, the scalability problems are not due
to the overlapping reading. The same happens with patterns 4 and 6.
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Therefore, a clear scalability problem exists in the NFS server, we think which
can be improved if the reading operation is optimized (main cause of the problem). We
have seen that the network does not cause any problem, and that if we try different
access to the information, the most problematic case is that in which all the clients want
access to read all the complete files and to write the results in the server.

4.2. The NFSv4 testing
NFS is the most used file system world-wide. Without a doubt, it is a key
element for multimedia cluster work properly, as has already been mentioned. An
example is that NFS4 already comes integrated in the Linux distributions, like the
Fedora Core 2, which we have used in the experiments. The developers of this operating
system believe that it is a file system of future. Our aim is to discover if, with this new
version of NFS, the serious scalability problem detected in version 3, i.e saturation of
the server, disappears.
When the server files are exported, different configuration options can be set,
we will try to find the best combination to obtain the best reading times. With respect to
the client, at the moment of mount process, different parameters can also be used. Of
these, which we also try start with different possibilities. We begin with the tuning of
parameters. An initial configuration in the server: rw, fsid=0, Insecure,
no_subtree_check, sync, Wdelay, anonuid=65534, anongid=65534. In the
clients: rw, hard, intr, rsize=4096, wsize=4096, proto=tcp, port=2049, noauto,
dump=0, fsckorder=0.
For these tests we have used a new Myrinet 2000 cluster with 16 machines,
where 15 of them are going to work as clients and one as a server. We can see the
benefits of this platform in [17]. In Figure 5, we can see the first results of reading times
for this initial configuration. In this Figure, observed that from six processors the
reading time increases. This situation is very familiar for us, and it seems that the
scalability problem detected in the server is repeated in this new version.
We made some parameters modifications to compare with the initial
configuration:
1. In the server, we changed in the server the parameter sync by async
2. When the parameter sync is used, by defect wdelay is used, in the following
modification that parameter is replaced by no_wdelay.
3. In the clients, we changed in the clients the way to establish the connection,
replacing proto = TCP by proto = UDP.
4. We changed the size of package of communication between the clients and the
server; by defect in NFSv4 the size of package is 4096 bytes. First, we changed
it to 8192 bytes, and later to 16384 bytes and 32768 bytes
5. Finally, we modified the number of threads in the server from 8 to 16
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Figure 5.Reading Times of NFSv4 for Initial Configuration
The result of all these tests can be seen in Figure 6, from which we can
conclude that the scalability problem continues in this new version of NFS.
4096 wdelay 1

30

4096 wdelay 2
4096 async

25

4096 no_wdeay
Reading Time (s)

20

4096 UDP
8192 T CP

15

32768 UDP
8192 UDP

10

8192 UDP 16 p
8192 UDP 32 p

5

16384 UDP
0
1 proc

2 proc

4 proc

6 proc

8 proc

10 proc

12 proc

14 proc

Figure 6.Different tests with NFSv4
5. The New multithread predictive NFS client
5.1. Possible improvements in NFS
At first, we considered improving the NFS server, modifying the form in which
the reading requests are processed. But, a more detailed knowledge of the same, as well
as the reading of some works on prefetching, led to us to think that it would be more
convenient make the modifications in the client..
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Next, we see the procedures that are called in the client before a reading request
from an application. When the VFS receives a reading request from an application, first
it decides if it is a request of a file located in the local disk or if it is a request of a file
located in a remote machine. In the case of NFS, it is necessary to go request the
information to a remote machine and this makes the following calls:
1. The call to the reading function: nfs_file_read. The VFS will call this
function repeatedly, until completing the amount of information that the
application is asking for. In each call the file is specified, the amount of data
to read and the position from which it is going to begin to read.
2. Within this function the call to the generic reading function is made:
do_generic_file_read, which is in charge of all the reading process. This
function evaluates the cache of the client to assess if the data requested are
already there and to avoid a request to the server.
3. Finally nfs_file_read verify if file has been arrived to end (we will initially
use this mark to invoke our function of prefetching).
Our idea then is to create a thread process, just after detecting eof (end of file).
This thread process creates an access graph in the first accesses to the files and later,
will look for the following file in that graph to which it has been read at the time. This
following file will be read in the same way as another conventional file. Hence, the
generic function of reading will be called to complete the process. This graph is
generated the first time that the files are accessed. Later, when one to access to them, we
will use this graph to determine the following file.
The idea of prefetching through files in the kernel, can be seen in the Figure 7, in
which one already assumes that the graph is created. Here appears the decision about
the existence of the data in the cache.
KERNEL
Make thread

VFS
local?

NFS CLIENT

NO
nfs_file_read

do_generic_file_read

do_generic_file_read
dates NO
in cache

Find following picture
in the graph

dates NO
in cache
NFS
SERVER

NFS
SERVER

YES
Read

YES
NO End YES
End thread

Read
NO

End

YES

Figure 7. New prefetching in the kernel
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When a request is made to read some information, this is translated into reading
a certain number of memory pages. The first thing it does is to calculate the
corresponding page and to look for that page. If the page is not null, then the function
generic_file_readahead is called, which will read the following pages. But, if not, a
new page must be created, and the read_page function is called, which will make
requests to the server. Also, after this request it tries to read the following page calling
to the generic_file_readahead function. When the read pages agree with the amount
that is specified, the do_generic_file_read function is finished.
We should also mention that for our work the collaboration with the group of
Toni Cortes group of the Polytechnical University of Catalonia,
http://www.ac.upc.es/homes/toni, on prefetching has been of vital importance.
5.2. The Predictive NFS Client Design
From all the existing bibliography, it is evident that a great amount of research
work on prefetching techniques with different intentions exists. There are two main
situations, the world of relating to operating systems or the applications, and their
interfaces with the operating system. These last works are those that interest us most for
the similarity of the idea, although our proposal is much more aggressive and realistic.
We took from [18] the idea of the Last Successor algorithm, which is based on
the following: if file f2 has been read after f1, then it will always happen like that. On
this basic idea other possibilities that incorporate probabilities, number of accesses and
other possibilities are developed. But the fundamental idea is the repeatability in the
accesses, that is to say, as the kernel is not able to guess, based on which it has
happened before, goes to predict what is happening next. And this is our new idea for
NFS, the capacity to predict the following file to read.
Whith different load patterns, we have been able to form an idea of the different
situations that could arise. There were several fundamental questions to answer, like:
When should we use prefetching? How much information? How should be carry it out?
In order to answer them it was necessary to study usual situations with multimedia
applications.
In order to respond to first, When should we use prefetching?, we suppose
that there is a part of data reading and a part of processing of those data. We want to
send a process that sends ahead the following data, in parallel with the processing stage,
to take advantage of the server’s idlest stages. Therefore, the stage of data reading it
will be necessary to send the prefetching process.
Besides, the advancement of files must be done during a processing stage in
which we are sure that we are going to allow time to bring the data to the client cache.
In the case of MPEG-2 encode, the reading of a picture implies reading three files
consecutively (one of luminance and two of crominancia). Once the reading of those
three files is finished, prefetching of the three following ones would be made. But, it is
necessary to carry out this process in a general way. So, we can conclude, in the first
place, that prefetching will be made when there is time.
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In order to respond to the second question, How much information?, and to
know exactly how much information to advance, we cannot be guided by one
application in particular, so we will establish the following: information will go ahead
while time is available.
Now we are going put these ideas in practice and respond to the third question,
How should be carry it out?. We have already commented that we are going to use an
access graph, since this has been used in the bibliography successfully, and we want to
really apply it and to optimize it with new ideas. The access has two main functions. In
the first place we will use the access graph as a storage device, in each node, the files
that have been asked the server to read, as well as useful information. Secondly, we will
use the graph as a structure of historical knowledge, where one goes to look for the file
that is going to be needed, based on an order of previous file accesses.
In order to operate all the previous functionality one must have stored in each
node some additional information, in addition to the name of the file at issue. The
structure of a node will be something like this: a field previous with the name of the
previous file, a field current with the name of the file that has just been accessed, a
field tbetween with time passed between the reading of the previous file and the
present one (if this time is not superior to a certain threshold, the file will not go ahead),
a field offsets that will keep offsets from beginning and aim of the present file, to
specify the piece of data read in the first access, and a field others with another
fundamental information for the location of the files, as they are the corresponding
inodes and certain information of the file and its location.
5.3. Different test with the multithread predictive client
We will expound the results obtained for the reading times with load pattern
two, since the most general case is that the client reads the complete file. The
incorporation of this new prefetching technique in NFS client is going to allow the
anticipated reading of data, and therefore, it tries to eliminate the cache faults in the
client.
The prefetching technique is thought to advance the piece of data that is needed
by each one the clients which collaborate in the parallel processing of a certain
multimedia application. The concept to advance blocks has been rejected totally and
now it goes to advance pieces of data. In addition, the system must learn what the
reading pattern of a certain application is, that is to say, if file to file is read, or if a
consecutive number of these are read before the processing of the data begins.
The greatest restriction arises with load pattern 1, where each client reads only
one slice of the picture. In these cases it may be that certain clients do not arrive at the
end of file. Thus, this mark could only be used for the pattern of load 2 where the
complete files are read. But as we want a general implementation, for any pattern, we
must look for another point in the code where to shoot prefetching. This was solved
knowing that immediately after data reading function, the client use the nfs_file_flush
function. Therefore, it will be in this function where the thread process is created.
The execution of this technique is not going to suppose any overload for the
client, since it will be a different process (the thread process) that deals with the creation
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and search in the graph. We will have more processes in cluster, more processes sending
requests to the server, but they never coincide in the time.
In the tests, we use two different kernels, one without prefetching, the
traditional, kernel as it comes with the Linux distribution, and our new kernel with
prefetching, with the NFS client modified. For each one of the experiments 10
executions have been made to assure the data reliability. Between each one of the
executions we must clean the client cache and the server cache, since if anything
remained in these caches the results would not be independent and the effect of this
technique could not be seen with clarity. Therefore it is very important to ensure that,
between executions, the caches are totally clean.
In the kernel with prefetching, the first execution implies the creation the access
graph. In the following executions (when they access the files), as the graph is already
constructed, the prefetching demonstrates its utility. Therefore, in the first execution
with this kernel, the results must be similar to the ones obtained with the kernel without
prefetching, and with the following executions, a reduction in the times should be
noticed.
In the following table (Table 1) the average reading times for 400 pictures and 7
processors appear. We began analyzing these results to verify the effectiveness of the
method and to avoid confusion with the change of other parameters. We are now going
to present the most problematic case, i.e. with a greater number of machines, in both
clients (without prefetching and with prefetching), and later, all the other cases with a
different number of processors. In order to see if this technique was effective we also
compared it with other two values:
• Application with prefetching: the result of prefetching implementation in the
application itself, the parallel MPEG-2 video encoder
• Clients with local readings: the result of copying all the video sequence in the
hard disk of the client, so that NFS requests to the server do not exist
These two last tests are carried out with the kernel without prefetching. All the times
are expressed in seconds.
Table 1.Reading Times with seven processors
Cases Comparison
Kernel without prefetching
Kernel with prefetching
Application with prefetching
Client with local reading

Reading Times
46,6369
30,151
25,5374
30,269

As we see, the time reduction when prefetching is used is almost 40% with
respect to kernel without prefetching. In addition, we obtain a result very similar to that
obtained when the client takes a local reading of the video pictures, which are indeed
what we wanted to obtain. The local reading of data is a case that cannot be raised in
fact because we would be speaking of original video sequences with many gigabits, so
that is far better to have them in a central data server and to access them through a file
system like NFS. But it suits our purposes well as an example of times at which we
want to arrive. Let us see what happens now in the remaining cases. In Table 2, we can
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see that there is a considerable reduction in all the cases. Let us also see graphically the
results (see Figure 8).

Tabla 2. Reading Times for different number of processors
# PROC
1
3
5
7

WITHOUTPREFETCHIN WITH PREFETCHING
G
38,1026
30,7603
35,3641
22,1744
37,383
28,0724
46,6389
30,151

Reading Time (s)
60
without prefetching
1st with prefetching
Following with prefetching

50
40
30
20
10
0
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Number of pro cessors

Figure 8. Reading Times for different number of processors
Our aim is to represent in Figure 8 three different times. First, the ones obtained
without prefetching that illustrate the problem:The increase in times with the increase in
the number of processors. Later, we see the times obtained with prefetching. We
distinguish the first execution from the rest. In this first execution, the thread process
constructs the access graph, which will remain for all the others. The purpose of this is
to show that during this execution, there will be no problems of overload in the client or
negative effect on its normal operation. For that reason, the times obtained are almost
identical to those obtained without prefetching. Finally, we represent the times obtained
using the prefetching technique, which we obtain by making the average of the
executions following the first, where is apparent an important reduction in the reading
times.
5. Conclusion and Future work
With the increasing complexity of networks and applications, best techniques to
share the information are clearly needed. We have identified a serious scalability
problem in the most widely used files system in these days. This problem has been
showed with real results for the two versions of NFS (NFS v3 and NFS v4).
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We present the implementation of a prefetching technique through files as an
useful solution contributing to reduce the effects of server overload. We have described
how this technique works and the good results obtained.
However, there is still some work to do. We asked ourselves if the reading times
could be reduced still more. After numerous code revisions we reached the following
conclusion: we are working in an immersed module in the kernel and this will mark the
operation of all the system. The operating system continues to manage everything and,
in particular, the memory pages. It is not our aim to change this, but we have confirmed
the existence of randomly page faults in all studied load patterns, which damage the
benefit of our new prefetching technique. So, we establish that this is the cause of not
having obtained more reductions in the reading times with our prefetching technique.
Now, after implement the first version of a predictive NFS client, we start a new
work phase. Encouraged by the good results obtained we present the following work to
do. One challenge is the maintenance of the access graph. It is possible to extend the
maintenance of the access graph which we used to discover the file that is due to be read
next. Regarding the optimization of the prefetching detection phase, we are working to
improve the automatic detection of prefething to be applied based on the way to read
the information for different multimedia applications. Finally, a new patche with the
predictive client would be made. We are preparing the new code so that it comprises the
predictive NFS client, which can be compiled in the kernel.
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